A well-established interpretation associates the nineteenth-century psychiatrist Pliny Earle's deflation of high cure rates for insanity with the onset of a persistent malaise in patient treatment and public health policy during the Gilded Age. This essay comes not to praise Earle but to correct and clarify interpretations, however well intentioned, that are incomplete and inaccurate. Several points are made: the overwhelming influence of antebellum enthusiasm on astonishing therapeutic claims; the interrogation of high "recovery" rates begun decades before Earle's ultimate provocation; and, however disruptive, the heuristically essential contribution of Earle's challenge to furthering a meaningful model of mental disorder. In spite of the impression created by existing historiography, Earle, a principled Quaker, remained committed to "moral treatment."
eminent scholar Gerald N. Grob concluded, "By and large the criticism of Bockoven seems justified." 8 This essay comes not to praise Earle but to correct and clarify interpretations, however well intentioned, that are incomplete and inaccurate. Several themes will be highlighted that are broadly entangled with the nascent effort to create a persuasive psychiatric paradigm during the nineteenth century. First, although Deutsch did not scapegoat Earle, he did accuse the "psychiatry fraternity" of a "white lie" in claiming unprecedented recovery rates during the antebellum period. A fuller explanation should place the early asylum movement in the context of a romantic reform with its own inherent contradictions that rose fully to consciousness during the Gilded Age. Second, the effort to create a sustainable model of the mind, including diagnosis and prognosis, was necessarily instable for an inchoate discipline, and intellectual provocations such as Earle's were essential to the creation of meaningful knowledge. 9 Third, Bockoven's quest to discredit Earle pivoted on the interpretation of a statistical study at Worcester State Hospital and on a gratuitous ad hominem attack that overlooked a wide-ranging and long-standing discussion that Earle and others had tentatively pursued even before the post-bellum era. Furthermore to blame Earle for the subsequent woeful policy on mental illness is to claim too much and to explain too little. Rather than shoot the messenger, this essay places this provocative psychiatrist in the framework of his New England Quaker roots and the therapeutic revolution of the nineteenth century. 10 Let us begin with Deutsch's linkage of the "psychiatric fraternity" with the fallacy of the "curability craze." He wrote that this first generation of asylum superintendents proclaimed a "false optimism" that was "woven with the warp of error and woof of short-sighted opportunism." 11 It is clear that the newly created asylums of the Atlantic world reported unprecedented recoveries of the mentally ill during their first decades. According to Earle's debunking in 1876 and subsequent reprise of recovery rates, these included: 90 percent at the Hartford Retreat for the Insane during 1824-33; 90 percent at the Vermont Asylum in 1849; 99 percent "radically restored" at the Mount Hope Institution at Baltimore in 1845; and 93 percent at the Western Lunatic Asylum in Virginia during 1836-44. 12 During the same period, John M. Galt at the Eastern Asylum in Virginia, Luther V. Bell at the McLean Hospital outside Boston, . In a contentious scholarly field, Grob's extensive historiography is noted for its balance and judiciousness. 9 Roy Porter wrote: "Medicine has been constantly remaking itself, demolishing old dogmas, building on the past, forging new perspectives, and redefining its goals." Roy Porter, ed., "Introduction," 14 Furthermore, Eli Todd (whose success in Hartford gained international repute thanks to the publicity of Captain Basil Hart, an English visitor) explained that "mental disorder is as definitely a manifestation of disease as is a fever or a fracture." 15 His close friend Samuel Woodward at the Worcester State Hospital continued in 1835, "In recent cases of insanity, under judicious treatment, as large a proportion of recoveries will take place as from any other acute disease of equal severity." 16 Writing from Paris three years later, Earle hailed the Hartford Retreat for the Insane as the most successful institution of its kind in the western world. "It was left for the physicians of the present age," he proclaimed, "to demonstrate that as great a proportion of patients suffering under acute mania may be cured as of those of any other disease." 17 As superintendent of the Bloomingdale Asylum in Upper Manhattan, Earle (decades before his iconoclasm) joined his peers in hailing a recovery rate of insanity in its early stages at between 75 and 90 percent. "There are but few diseases," he wrote in 1844, "from which so large a percentage of the persons attacked are restored."
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AGE OF REFORM
What is lacking in Deutsch's muckraking exposé is the temporal dimension. What was happening in Earle's time? Why the enthusiasm? Why the break with tradition? Was there something more than professional aggrandizement or snake oil hucksterism at work? As historian Gordon S. Wood asked rhetorically, "Is it true, as some historians of medicine now contend, that medicine, far from tending toward absolute truth, reflects and interacts with culture, society, and politics?"
19 Indeed, the belief in high rates of cure was integral to the optimism of the Enlightenment during an age of reform. Assumptions of rationality, egalitarianism, natural law, liberty, and progress were widespread. Revolution in the United States, France, and Saint-Domingue, abolitionism, penal reform, women's rights, and Jewish emancipation marked deep fissures within the Ancien Régime. Historian Lynn Hunt has identified this era with the origins of the doctrine of universal human rights. In their own transoceanic sphere, physicians William Battie in England, Philippe Pinel in France, Vincenzo Chiarugi in Italy, and Benjamin Rush in the United States espoused humane treatment of the afflicted and proclaimed that insanity was curable. The creation of the early asylums rested on the credo that if treated early, insanity was reversible, an astounding assertion. Human nature, it was assumed, was malleable. Physician and philosopher John Locke posited in An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690) the premise of classical liberalism, that consciousness itself was a tabula rasa and subject to amelioration in beneficent environments. Pinel's famous treatment morale was given its American idiom by Todd in 1824 as the "the law of kindness" in patient care. 21 The Society of Friends' asylums in Philadelphia under Thomas S. Kirkbride and Thomas Eddy in New York City derived from Quaker William Tuke's York Retreat that opened in 1796. The Hartford Retreat for the Insane, founded by doctors, borrowed its name from Tuke's pioneering English institution. Psychiatric literature-treatises, case studies, and annual reports-provided diffusion of knowledge and international collaboration. Americans, such as Amariah Brigham and Pliny Earle, were early psychiatric visitors to Europe with the latter making three substantial sojourns.
The intersections between early psychiatry and other philanthropy were abundant. Quaker antislavery and psychiatric endeavors converged, as we will see later in Earle's family. Pinel's celebrated unchaining of the mad during the 1790s at the Bicetre and Salpetriere in Paris shared an iconography with English abolitionist and potter Josiah Wedgewood's 1787 cameo, "Am I not a Man and a Brother," in which a kneeling black slave implored with uplifted hands to be unshackled. 22 The linkage between antislavery and psychiatry is extraordinary, because for the first time in world history systematic efforts were made to eradicate the evil of slavery and to cure the affliction of insanity. As the times were radically new, perceptions were utopian, fraught with great expectations.
Fundamental alterations in theology added propulsion to the new order of the world, including that of early psychiatry. What scholar Nathan O. Hatch calls "the democratization of American Christianity" rested on an altered soteriology that rejected Calvinist predestination for Arminianism, a former heresy that taught that a graciously enabled faith opened the way for redemption.
23 Evangelicals-Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians, and Congregationalists-created a united front to catechize humanity, including Jews and Turks. Methodists opened hospitals and their "good news" spread from the slums of England to the quarters of southern slaves. Guided by the "inner spirit," Quaker benevolence was a wellspring for mental asylums and antislavery organizations on two continents. The outpouring of the spirit during the Second Great Awakening was ubiquitous, whether in the frontier exuberance at Cane Ridge or the more staid New Haven theology. The dynamism of a transformative market revolution and expanding political democracy was complemented after 1800 by 32 As his friend Franklin Sanbornhimself a radical abolitionist and one of the "Secret Six" who escaped arrest in Canada after funding John Brown's 1859 raid-described him, Pliny was "an early Abolitionist" with firsthand observation of slavery in the South and Cuba. 33 In addition to family, his notable antislavery contacts in the United States included Theodore Weld, the Quaker Grimke sisters Angelina and Sarah, James G. Birney, and an English Quaker antislavery circle that included Joseph Sturge, a founder in 1839 of the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society.
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Less radical politically than his brothers, Earle translated Quaker philanthropy to medicine, not abolitionism. He had a practical and technical side: as a youth he worked the family farm and learned an exacting machinist trade in his father's shop. The entrepreneurial, Quaker father-descended from an original incorporator of the Rhode Island colony-combined agriculture with producing "cards" for the burgeoning textile industry of his customers Samuel Slater, Moses Brown, and William Almy, innovators of the factory system in the United States. Leaving behind the yeoman and artisanal background of his parents, the younger Earle and his siblings acquired formal education with new generational opportunities afforded in the accelerating market revolution after the Panic of 1819. Earle studied at the Friends' School in Providence in 1826, and then followed his older sister Sarah as a teacher there from 1829 to 1835. As a pedagogue, his numerical description of the woeful orthography of his charges in 1833 closely anticipated his questioning of cure rates more than four decades later: "When my spelling-class consisted of twenty-one, I put the name of the twenty-four United States to them. They spelled on their slates; and I found more than two hundred mistakes-an average of ten apiece." Another class of twenty-seven misspelled fifty common words a total 391 times. And, as he would later do with patients repeatedly discharged as cured, he noted, "One youth of seventeen made forty-three errors." 35 The empirical ruler for assessing student performance would later crack the knuckles of asylum physicians.
Instead of abolitionist agitation, a constellation of factors drew him to early psychiatry. Quaker benevolence was foremost. Until age thirty Earle wore plain attire befitting a Friend, when the newly minted physician became a la mode. As his influential mother observed, "It makes but little difference what Pliny wears, long as he retains his integrity."
36 Her maternal aphorism reflected strict but loving child nurture based on persuasion and reason that internalized spiritual values, exacting morals, good works, and middleclass aspirations. Quaker asylums in England and Philadelphia were renowned by 1830 when the young man mixed school teaching with a two-year apprenticeship with Rhode Island's leading physician Usher Parsons in Providence. Over the century, he formed close relationships with Samuel Tuke, his son James, and grandson Daniel Hack Tuke, lineal descendants of William Tuke, founder of the archetypal Quaker Retreat at York. Like his brother Thomas, Pliny relocated to the Quaker hub of Philadelphia for medical studies from 1835 to 1837 at the University of Pennsylvania, where co-religionist Thomas Kirkbride, famous for the eponymous plan of asylum architecture, graduated five years earlier. 37 After an intervening European tour following graduation, he was assistant physician at the Friends Asylum at Philadelphia from 1840 to 1842.
Earle's inclinations and curiosity are revealed in letters as the nearly twenty-fouryear-old traveled to medical school in the autumn of 1835. At Hartford with its landmark asylums, he praised the Retreat for the Insane, modeled after the York Retreat, for its "delightful prospect."
38 At the Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb, he marveled at the remarkable Julia Brace, blind and deaf since a childhood bout with typhus, who threaded a needle. He described its inspirational founder, Reverend Thomas H. Gallaudet, as a man with "a face that beams with benevolence."
39 At Yale he attended lectures by Benjamin Silliman, one of the nation's first professors of science, and nearby at the Grove Street Cemetery, the former machinist paid homage to renowned inventor Eli Whitney, who, like Earle, studied at Leicester Academy.
Not unlike Eli Todd whose father and sister suffered mental debility, a similar situation may have predisposed Earle's choice of career. 40 A cousin Rebecca Spring remembered that Earle's sister Mary had a "terrible illness" that left her insane; she eventually died in an asylum. 41 Abolitionist Samuel May, Jr., a family friend and Unitarian minister in Leicester, related that Earle's brother Jonah "had less than his equal of the mind and capacity of the family" of nine children. 42 Earle never married, and Mrs. Spring recalled, "Later he was interested in a lady of Salem, and she in him, but he told me he could not marry her on account of there being insanity also in her family." 43 A close cousin, Mary, died insane early in life. 44 In an 1838 dinner discussion, with Samuel Tuke in London about the "cause of such preponderance" of insanity among Friends, he pinpointed the "extreme cultivation of ties of consanguinity." 45 In a publication of 1848, Earle, not unlike other colleagues but with personal resonance, identified heredity in the etiology of insanity.
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ANTEBELLUM PSYCHIATRIC EXPLORATIONS Fresh out of medical school in 1838, Earle boldly announced his professional coming of age with a prescient essay on the state of asylum medicine in a major journal. "Remarkable improvements have been made within the last half century in the treatment of insanity, but," he cautioned, "our knowledge of its causes and pathology have not advanced with equal rapidity." 47 He surveyed the data on the predisposing causes of insanity-inheritance, temperament, complexion, age, sex, social relations, and education-and found little concrete evidence. The precipitating cause was also nebulous with nearly two-thirds of identified psychosocial factors unknown. "It is extremely difficult," he continued, "nay absolutely impossible, as the reports fully indicate, for the superintendents of lunatic hospitals to ascertain either the proximate or the immediate causes of the diseases of many of the patients."
48 Nonetheless he was as ebullient as his colleagues in rejoicing that "as great a proportion of patients suffering under acute mania may be cured as of those of any other acute disease."
49 Yet, his message was mixed, hinting at a conundrum that he would confront head-on forty years later. He averred, "Diseases of the nervous system are peculiarly liable to relapse" in spite of the "more enlightened philanthropy" of "moral treatment" in hospitals. 50 Furthermore, a hegemonic Cartesian dualism qualified his and his associates' lifelong assumption that it was "a fundamental error" that "the mind itself is diseased, instead of the organ through which it is manifested." 51 In other words, the autonomous mind, or to the point the transcendental soul, was not deranged, but the brain was afflicted with a pathological, but ill-defined, lesion. This Quaker iteration of antebellum 41 theology provided Tukes, Kirkbride, and Earle a spiritual calling to asylum medicine, but the mind-body differentiation blocked an understanding of the gestalt of neuroanatomy. Rather than scientific innovation, Earle's métier was analyzing asylum data, the Tukes' humanitarianism, and Kirkbride's architecture. The twenty-nine-year-old doctor, who had yet to run an asylum, complained of the "diversity in the methods of collecting similar statistics." In a statement that would define his legacy, he recommended, "If a common formula for the statistical part of the reports [underline in original] could be adopted by all the asylums, this objection would be removed, and our knowledge of the disease, of its causes, duration, curability, etc., would be more rapidly advanced." 52 After two years spent in Europe after graduation, Earle published a study "with copious statistics" of thirteen asylums. The 1839 foray into international psychiatric epidemiology reaffirmed for him the legitimacy of high cure rates. "I would direct the attention of those who are interested in the question of the utility of Lunatic Asylums," he wrote in language similar to Dorothea Dix's landmark report to the Massachusetts legislature of 1841, "to the results of treatment as exhibited in the tables of recent and chronic cases, and request them to compare the condition even of the 'incurables' with that of hundreds, may it not be said, thousands, in our country, who are pining, famishing, dying in garrets, cellars and dungeons, clothed in rags, and, in too many instances, confined by chains." 53 Earle's experience at the Friends' Asylum further prompted in 1843 a heuristic essay, "Curability," which, like the 1838 essay, shows the continuity of his critical thought. His discussion is not alien to the profession today, particularly the iterations of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders published by the American Psychiatric Association. Earle's axiom was that too many "variables" made it "evident that the adoption of a fixed standard of intellectual and moral integrity, or of sanity [underline in original], is beyond the bounds of possibility." The corollary was "in many cases it is a point of greatest difficulty to determine when a perfect restoration is affected." 54 He quoted Amariah Brigham, then superintendent at the Hartford Retreat and one of the most creative intellects in the discipline, "By recovered we usually mean complete restoration of mental powers," yet some people so identified could be, Brigham qualified, "very eccentric" or without "their former mental vigor." 55 The general protocol at most institutions, such as the precedent setting York Retreat, Earle explained, was that "recovery" was not equivalent to cure, but assessed functionality.
Not Esquirol, one of the fathers of psychiatry, that France achieved more recoveries than occurred in England. "General truths can never be obtained," Earle continued in Baconian fashion, "from data so limited and so partial." 56 Applying his analytical litmus test, he contradicted Woodward, then a pillar of the profession at Worcester State Hospital -as he would sensationally during the 1870s-that statistics show "the difficulty of effecting cure increases progressively with advancing years," not vice versa.
57 He joined revisionists who in 1840 no longer reported the distinction between recent and chronic cases, which facilitated the reporting of high recovery rates of recent cases by isolating others as "chronic." Not only, as Deutsch made clear, was such reporting de rigueur in the heady atmosphere of asylum building and career promotion, but, as Earle analytically put it, "perhaps no utility can result from the continuance of a custom which can never terminate in absolute mathematical certainty." 58 In spite of a plethora of problems with psychiatric precision, Earle remained a positivist: "However imperfect so ever may be our data on the subject, at present, still no inconsiderable amount of good may eventually accrue from pursuing it."
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The collection of statistics on insanity was part of the mandate of the thirteen superintendents, including Earle, who gathered in Philadelphia in October 1844 to form the AMSAII, the nation's first medical specialty. Woodward, the first president of the Association, was adamant, as he wrote Earle two years earlier, that "the statistics of insanity have done great good, and the extensive and enthusiastic movements in favor of the insane in the United States have been produced by comparing the results of institutions and looking to the success of the best as given in the published statistics."
60 Underlying his commitment to high recovery rates at Worcester, he conveniently assumed that recurrences of mental disorder were not relapses of the original disorder but independent, analogous to sequential infections of respiratory illness. Unlike Woodward (who died at sixty-three in 1850), a younger, more analytical cohort (Pliny Earle, Edward Jarvis, and Isaac Ray) started to question the assumptions of the founding generation. In 1848 Earle noted that before his tenure at Bloomingdale-which by necessity accepted acute alcoholics and the insane-an inebriate was admitted nineteen times and discharged as "cured" [underline in original] seven times and as "relieved" [underline in original] five times. 61 Earle added that among the insane "relapses or recurrences of the disease" were so common between 1821 and 1844 that 467 cases out of 2308-about one-fifth-were readmissions.
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The Boston-based Edward Jarvis, the foremost statistician in the profession, observed in 1854 that the claims of mental hospitals-now the preferred term among professionals to emphasize amelioration-had raised public expectations. 66 Foreshadowing Earle's expose by exactly twenty years, Ray elaborated, "Ninety per cent of recoveries in recent cases was not an unfrequent result of a year's operation, and the public was taught to believe that it had only to establish hospitals for the insane, in order to cure every case as it occurred, and thus prevent any further accession to the accumulating mass of incurables that crowded the receptacles of pauperism and crime." 67 With decades of experience at hospitals in Maine and Rhode Island, Ray declared "The public found it had been deceived."
68 Seven years later in a major address to the profession significantly titled "Doubtful Recoveries," he summed up his caveat "I have thus pointed out some of those conditions and incidents which throw doubt on a question of recovery, and therefore require to be carefully and intelligently considered." 69 Similarly, Earle sought greater certitude, because "science is lost at once in mazes of uncertainty and ignorance, whenever it attempts to fathom mind itself." 70 most published of his colleagues, he analyzed European asylum data, wrote about cholera in Malta, examined data on the pulse rate of the insane, and self-dozed with increasing amounts of conium maculatum, concluding that the widely prescribed materia medica had imprecise effects, though not for Socrates in a fatal draught of "hemlock" in Plato's Phaedo. 71 He made some cursory statements about phrenology, but he was not a promoter nor were other superintendents. 72 In a meta-analysis of phlebotomy in treating insanity, he ridiculed Benjamin Rush, a copious bleeder of a previous generation, that leeches would "find but a small amount of their favorite fluid" in his depleted patients. 73 "The question is not," he averred, "shall we never [underline in original] bleed, but shall we always [underline in original] bleed in such enormous, not to say outrageous, quantities?" 74 In a study of inheritance well before Gregor Mendel, he investigated twenty examples of color blindness in the Buffum side of the family and found that eighteen were male, a sex-specific characteristic. 75 
GILDED AGE ICONOCLASM
During what Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Warner derided as the Gilded Age, blatant contradictions in American society spurred African Americans, feminists, proletariat, and farmers to action. So too in psychiatry, Earle, inquisitive and empirical, challenged the validity of the reported high cure rates of insane asylums over the last century in which he was an elite figure. With Quaker fortitude, if not provocation (akin to the radical abolitionist tradition of his family), he questioned a central tenet of the professional paradigm. A conjunction of several factors, in addition to his character, prompted the expose, a foreshadowing of progressive muckraking in general. Historian Gerald N. Grob clearly sets the context: "The creation of asylums in the early nineteenth century rested on the assumption that mental disorders, identified early and treated promptly, were curable. Many insane persons-whether treated or ignored -failed to improve or recover, and the duration of their illnesses was often measured in decades rather than weeks or months." 76 The insane were one of the largest dependent classes, and with one-half in public hospitals, the cost of care was the largest item in state budgets. Beginning a twenty-year-long superintendence in 1864 at the State Lunatic Asylum at Northampton, Earle alerted in 1877 that the public asylums in Massachusetts were "overflowing."
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Earle posited two causes for this trans-Atlantic phenomenon. First, he agreed with a Scottish colleague that "the patient is sent to the asylum because he cannot be conveniently kept at home."
78 With more asylums more families and local officials relocated the persistently afflicted to state institutions. And more speculatively, he suggested in keeping with the nineteenth-century sociology of anomie and alienation that "the diseases of the brain and nerves must [underline in original] become more and more permanent."
79 Long-term overcrowding meant lack of beds for recent cases, which structurally undermined the premise that prompt hospitalization facilitated recovery. In an era rife with peculation, such as "Boss" William Tweed's notorious graft and the Credit Mobilier scandal, Earle lambasted the nearly $2,000,000, with abundant cost overruns, spent for five hundred patients at a new asylum at Danvers, Massachusetts and excoriated a similar "elephantine monument" of Victoriana erected at Poughkeepsie. 80 Earle and his ally Franklin Sanborn at the Massachusetts State Board of Charities charged that the excessive cost of "palace hospitals" did not, as architects, politicians, and patronage appointed superintendents promised, promote more recoveries, however much statistics were manipulated. 81 Earle remained devoted to the original imperative of smaller hospitals (no more than 250 beds) and personal care during the grandiosity of the Gilded Age.
What the existing historiography fails to appreciate is that Earle's challenge to nineteenth-century psychiatry was not to discredit "moral treatment" per se. Instead, he sought greater precision and more accuracy, in physician reported data on mental aberration, which was essential for beneficent public policy and humane patient care. His sensational expose of the claims for high "recovery" rates was a corrective, not a rejection, for patient-centered care, the essence of moral treatment and his own sense of Quaker philanthropy. As early as 1838, the newly minted physician stated, "If a common formula for the statistical part of the reports [underline in original] could be adopted by all the asylums . . . our knowledge of the diseases, of its causes, duration, curability, etc., would be more rapidly advanced."
82 His revision was a long-term quest that a conjunction of contradictions crystallized into consciousness. In a variety of publications starting in 1876 and continuing for more than a decade, Earle relentlessly questioned psychiatric epidemiology. The major motif of his oeuvre was that the failure to differentiate the number of cases of mental disorder from individual patients inflated recovery rates. "By the way in which they are generally published," he averred, "the uninitiated reader has no reason even to suspect that the number of persons recovered [underline in original] is not equal to the number of recoveries [underline in original]." 84 To cite one of numerous examples, at the Friends' Asylum at Frankford, 87 patients contributed to 274 recoveries. 85 At the Bloomingdale Asylum prior to Earle's tenure, one woman was admitted fifty-nine times over twenty-nine years and discharged recovered forty-six times. 86 And at Worcester, one patient was pronounced recovered seven times in one year. 87 He cited a cumulative table at the Hartford Retreat that showed more than one-third of patients were readmissions.
88 "Following the example of my predecessor," Earle admitted, referring to Bloomingdale, "I reported these recoveries in the tabulated statistics without any textual explanation."
89 By 1845, in his own reports he listed readmissions separately in an effort at transparency.
Earle remembered that during "earlier periods of a great philanthropic enterprise" 90 a cascade of enthusiasm created the popular impression that "insanity is largely curable." 91 "Both reason and common sense were sacrificed to that desire" to produce "enormous percentages of recoveries."
92 He particularly faulted the influential Samuel B. Woodward at the Worcester State Hospital during the 1830s, whose "very elaborate reports, abounding in statistics" codified curability into the 80 and 90 percent range. Earle observed that Woodward "came directly from the atmosphere of the Hartford Retreat, where the British traveler Basil Hall had publicized the amazing healing power of the charismatic Eli Todd. First-generation superintendents in the United States and Europe, including Earle during the early 1840s, felt the pressure to comply. Now more circumspect of earlier wisdom, the sixty-seven-year-old Earle pointed out the statistical errors and fallacious conclusions of the profession. In addition to the number of recoveries exceeding the number of patients treated, "many institutions" excluded mortality and obdurate "recent" patients to improve outcomes. 93 Recoveries based on discharges, not admissions, furthered inflated results. There were hasty generalizations; for example, at the Hartford Retreat in 1827 based on too small a sample of 23 patients only one was not a success. The word "recovery" itself was nebulous: it was usually synonymous with improvement, but to the public and politicians it implied cures, even permanent ones. Luther V. Bell of the McLean Asylum outside Boston worried that all recent cases recovered at an Ohio facility meant "there is infinite danger that the public mind may arrive at such views and expectations as to the curability of insanity."
94 Furthermore, Earle added in 1882, "The extreme liability to relapse of a large proportion of the cases recovered from insanity is now very generally known." 95 The determination of what constituted "recovery" also varied with the diagnostician. Earle cited a difference of 22 percent in recoveries reported by two different physicians at the McLean Asylum during the decades of the 1860s and 1870s. 96 Public institutions, such as Bloomingdale, housed scores of alcoholics, who professionals asserted were not "entitled to the mantle of insanity," but with sobriety after a binge were tabulated as "recoveries from insanity." 97 Contrary to Todd and Woodward who compared insanity to other maladies, Earle's riposte was "there is about as close analogy between pneumonia and insanity as there is between a broken bone and a broken promise." 98 Henry P. Stearns at the Hartford Retreat added that insanity to "a very marked degree" may reoccur like other diseases. 99 The dictum of Superintendent William H. Stokes in 1845 at the Mt. Hope asylum near Baltimore that 90 percent of recent cases recovered within a year unless something prevented it raised Earle's hackles: "Ninety-nine cases in a hundred of any [underline in original] disease may be cured unless something [underline in original] prevents." 100 And in rebuttal to fellow statistician Edward Jarvis's apothegm that "in a perfect state of things" treatment of early-stage insanity was highly restorative, Earle quipped, "'In a perfect state of things', the writer might better have said, 'there would be no insanity. . . . '" 101 In what has remained his historical signature, Earle documented falling recovery rates over the last half century. Based on a survey of twenty institutions, he concluded in 1876 that of total admissions "the recoveries of persons [underline in original] cannot be more than about thirty in the hundred." 102 He added two years later that recoveries based on admissions at asylums in England and Wales during 1859-74 were 34 percent. 103 Earle made clear that he was not the first to substantially question asylum statistics, although he brought the interrogation to a crescendo. Forty years earlier, Samuel Tuke, an exemplar of mental health reform treatment, called for "useful statistical comparisons as to the effect of treatment and other circumstances on the health of the patients, and in regard to the cure of this greatest of human maladies." 104 Isaac Ray of the asylum in Augusta, Maine in 1842 alerted that "nothing can be made [underline in original] more deceptive than statistics, and I have yet to learn that those of insanity form any exception to the general rule." 105 At mid-century his successor, James Bates, was skeptical of that "marvelous fiction" of extraordinary recovery rates "received with wondrous admiration" by a gullible public: "if figures can not [sic] lie, they may mislead, by disguising the truth." 106 In 1848 Andrew McFarland of New Hampshire's asylum expressed skepticism about "establishing infallible percentages from extremely loose and insufficient premises."
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John Thurman, head of the Quaker York Retreat in England, in 1845 concluded in a detailed analysis of data from 1796 to 1840, "In round numbers, then, of ten persons attacked by insanity, five recover, and five die, sooner or later, during the attack. Of the five who recover, not more than two remain well during the rest of their lives, the other three sustain subsequent attacks, during which at least two of them die." 108 In spite of the correction, none argued against, what Earle called the "public necessity," "beneficent blessing," and "utility of hospitals." 109 He-with the concurrence of colleaguesadded with characteristic humanitarianism, "A recovery is none the less desirable, and none the less valuable to the person, or to the society, so long as the person remains well, because it is of limited duration." 110 A number of prominent colleagues in the British Isles and the United States endorsed Earle's reforms. A pamphlet by William A.F. Browne, a distinguished Scottish specialist, echoed the concern about the failure to identify readmitted patients. 111 The Massachusetts State Board of Health, Lunacy and Charity-in 1863 the first of its kind in the nation-led in adopting Earle's recommendations for asylum reports in 1879 as did the British in 1882, unlike the staid AMSAII. Franklin Sanborn, the Massachusetts official, concluded that "it is no longer possible to have those absurd results so gravely and confidently stated. 112 In the Bay State, the category of "cause of recovery" was dropped, because, as Sanborn explained, "it will be exceptional that the true cause will be known, or, if known, truly stated." 113 Daniel Hack Tuke, a scion of the renowned family associated with the York Retreat, lauded his fellow Quaker in the same year in a detailed essay. 114 In a major survey of North American psychiatry in 1885, Tuke wrote, "Doctor Pliny Earle has carefully studied the curability of insanity, and has done good service by pointing out the fallacy of counting all the recoveries of a single case as if they represented so many recovered insane persons." 115 And two years later an entry in a leading publication noted that "leading hospitals" had abandoned the old statistical format. 116 Isaac Ray, a co-founder of the Association of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions for the Insane, took issue with Earle on two points: that the frame of reference of the physician and that conflating cases with clients were the prime factors in inflating cure rates. Instead the first director of the Butler asylum in Providence pointed to the admission of more chronic patients and the surge of mental instability due to a disruptive industrial revolution with "diminishing the proportion of recovery" of an earlier time. 117 In actuality, both septuagenarians actually agreed more than they differed. "The original fault was in undertaking," Ray reflected-and his colleague could not agree more-"to give statistical expression to an order of occurrences largely conjectural" that had the "inevitable tendency to mislead the reader [of asylum reports] respecting the curability of insanity." 118 Henry P. Stearns added that the Hartford Retreat had seen a 20 percent increase in intractable senile dementia during 1875-85 compared to 1850-60. "There exists," he explained, "a tendency to remove such members of families to asylums, to a much larger degree than formerly." 119 
CONTESTING THE HISTORIOGRAPHY
How has the curability crisis in asylum medicine that became full borne during the late nineteenth century with Earle, its midwife, been explained in the historiography? According to Bockoven, whose interpretation has reigned since 1956, "Although an avid proponent of moral treatment, [Pliny Earle] was paradoxically, one of the strongest forces in discrediting its results." 120 The way Bockoven-who reasonably equated moral treatment with contemporary psychotherapy-explained the apparent paradox was through an ad hominem argument. He wrote that Earle suffered "mood swings;" 121 had an "over protective father who fostered dependency"; 122 "hid from view" his "purist criteria of recovery;" 123 and that he "sold the medical profession" on therapeutic nihilism since insanity was incurable. 124 The result-"whatever Dr Earle's underlying purpose"-was a cruel custodianship of the mentally disordered "which has not yet been torn down." 125 At worst in this rendition, a duplicitous 750,000 dead, as robber barons, corrupt politicians, white supremacists, and patriarchs flexed their muscles. 133 The swelling number of chronic cases that Earle confronted at Northampton after 1864 forced a reevaluation of his earlier estimate. From the beginning asylums were overburdened by demand that worsened over time: beleaguered families shed their traditional welfare role; selectmen saved money by transplanting town wards; and the numerous indigent-augmented by the periodic "panics" of laissez faire capitalism, exploitation of labor, skewed distribution of wealth, social dislocation, urbanization, population growth, and influx of famine Irish-overwhelmed capacity. 134 Class based psychiatry came full force with the well-to-do at elite private institutions and the numerous poor, chronically ill, in custodianship at monolithic, public hospitals, such as the 2000 residents in 1900 who overflowed the hallways at the Middletown facility in Connecticut. 135 In a survey of 2856 patients at the Hartford Retreat for the Insane from 1824 to 1877, Henry P. Stearns in 1882 concluded that 30-50 percent had previously been hospital patients at the Retreat or elsewhere. 136 Historian Norman Dain has put the statistical cul-de-sac succinctly: ". . . psychiatrists continued to collect data that they themselves often recognized as valueless. For most of them this pursuit served as a means of proving the scientific nature of their institutions and-when recovery rates were involved-their success in curing patients." 137 Within the convention, Earle pointed out numerous flaws: the failure to segregate persons from cases; the need to identify re-admitted patients; tracking how many times patients were readmitted, including at different institutions; counting repeated "recoveries" of undisclosed re-admissions; the inflation of "recovery" rates; the exclusion of mortality and inclusion of inebriates in calculations; conclusions drawn from too small a sample; and the different frames of reference of superintendents. Although fundamental questions about the statistics of mental disorder arose decades earlier from multiple commentators, Earle systematically brought to the fore in 1876 the imprecision and lack of transparency in "the glamour of Arabic numbers."
The crisis in asylum medicine was more fundamental than faulty measurement and dubious conclusions. Moral treatment had no overall theory; insanity remained an ontological mystery, except for the shamanism of phrenology. Earle particularly faulted Woodward whose statistical format became normative. Without empirical grounding, Woodward claimed in 1842 that a reoccurrence of mental disorder after one year was not a relapse but an independent event, such as multiple occasions of respiratory illness. He self-interestedly faulted "numerous recommittals" to the volition of the afflicted, for which "the institutions for the insane are blameless." 138 He enthused that "the statistics of insanity have done great good." 139 The next year-in data that Dorothea Dix would promote to policy makers-he compared the immense cost savings in the treatment of twenty-five "old" and twenty-five "new" cases. Earle's investigation in 1879 found that of the twenty-five alleged "recoveries"-that purportedly saved over $2000 in charges compared to the "old" cases-eighteen had more than one attack, while ten proved to be permanently insane. 140 Earle also charged that Woodward and others conveniently excluded "unpreventable" deaths from calculations. 141 Earle's conclusion that "the old claim of curability in a very large majority of recent cases is not sustained" had wide repercussions. 142 The descriptive pronouncement of "recovery" was arbitrary, interpretative, and nebulous. For first-generation asylum founders, the elastic definition allowed astounding percentages to instantiate a new medicine. Astonishing statistics of "recovery" in impressive numerical tables abrogated the predestined fatalism of insanity, the inhumane stigmatization of the mad, that was incongruent with antebellum reform and Enlightenment rationality. The perceptive French visitor Alexis de Tocqueville observed during the 1830s that Americans believe that "man is endowed with an indefinite faculty of improvement." 143 With a mix of enthusiasm, charisma, and promotion, the early asylum doctors created a public impression that "recovery" equated cure, a permanent, final victory over a dread affliction, not unlike that of William Lloyd Garrison and early radical abolitionists who initially believed that "moral suasion" alone would cause southern planters to leave off the sin of slavery. In practice, "recovery" meant some degree of improvement, a return to a level of functionality, which, however measured, was no small achievement. Nonetheless, mental disorder remained more obdurate-and white supremacy more intransigent-that these heroic crusaders imagined.
Contrary to what might be thought, Earle did not during the fin de siècle enlist in the eugenic juggernaut, part of the hegemonic ideology of Gilded Age capitalism. The octogenarian, the last of his cohort, remained imbued with Quaker ideals of a divine inner spirit that had directed Earles and Buffums to the abolitionist crusade. He retained a faith that "Mind is eternal," "superior to the bodily structure," and cannot be diseased and die. 144 Indeed, the Christian dualism of the spirit and the somatic impeded theoretical breakthroughs among asylum doctors at a time of a fundamental change in late nineteenth-century medicine, including the emergence of neurology, not to mention the contemporary psychodynamic formulation of Sigmund Freud, an agnostic Jew. 145 In addition, patient rights groups, not unlike the proletariat agitation of the era, attempted to reign in the power of the superintendents. 146 Earle did back limited reforms, such as renaming the venerable AMSAII to the American Medico-Psychological Association whose mission included scientific research and a provision to admit assistant physicians to membership. 147 In most respects, he remained wedded to tradition.
Earle was committed to the ideal of the humanitarian hospital, even as he believed that assertions of earlier high cure rates were misleading. His vision of the "psychopathic hospital of the future" called for "a comprehensive curriculum, a complete organization, a perfect systemization and an efficient administration." 148 He may have been the first to give formal lectures (rather than sermons) to patients about their affliction, and the first to establish a school for male patients. He had employed occupational therapy since the early 1840s. He believed manual labor was "among the most potent and curative means," but it was "never required of a patient except with his cheerful volition," otherwise an exploitation not unlike antebellum slavery ensued. 149 Indeed, his emphasis on manual labor offended the well-to-do at Bloomingdale Asylum, and under pressure from the board of governors that was compliant to the wealthy, he resigned his position. At Northampton gardening and farm work proved therapeutic and remunerative in good Yankee fashion with enhanced nutrition as a bonus.
Sports-baseball, billiards, and bowling-were normative at the Northampton Asylum as were illustrated travelogues and talks on science. Since a disturbing deception of a deluded patient at the Friends' Asylum in 1840, Earle pledged that in the future honesty with patients "shall be straight forward work." 150 Early in his career, he disposed of the tranquilizing chair, routine venesection, muffs, confined bath, cold douche, and most physical restraint. In medical matters, the superintendent nevertheless remained in charge of administrating cathartics, emetics, and the stomach pump with or without informed consent. His self-experiment with conium maculatum that produced "cerebral oppression" hopefully tempered the use of noxious drugs. 151 Sanborn found that Earle excelled in the "virtual recoveries" of chronic patients who were then boarded out in rural Massachusetts homes. 152 Earle favored a limit on patients at 250 so "the superintendent can obtain a sufficiently thorough knowledge of every patient." 153 Before Earle took over Northampton in 1864, the hospital was plagued with deficits and staff problems. It was a receptacle for chronic and pauper cases; the formidable Dorothea Dix lambasted it. Unlike the extravagant hospital construction of the day with excessive expenditures, Earle made the institution financially self-sustaining, increased its valuation, gained the praise of the trustees, extended occupational therapy, improved nutrition, and lowered the death rate. The new professional journal Alienist and Neurologist praised him at his retirement as "a model official."
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At his death the same journal eulogized about Northampton that "the so-called 'moral treatment' of the patients was amplified, made more diversified, and extended over a greater portion of the year than any other American hospital." And without apparent irony added it was "a first class curative institution." 155 Ample evidence indicates that Earle-in spite of his heuristic correction to "the glamour of Arabic numbers"-did not embrace therapeutic nihilism, but remained a persistent practitioner of moral treatment and an efficient administrator, hallmarks of traditional asylum medicine. After all, there was a religious imperative to do good works, because, as he put it in 1886, "the pathology of the disease is unknown."
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A onetime machinist at the cusp of the textile industry in New England, Earle sought greater accuracy, more transparency, in asylum reports. He was tamping down antebellum enthusiasm about curability, not throwing out the baby with the bath water. As he put it in 1883, "the long perused methods of reporting the statistics of the hospitals of the insane was so imperfect, in some respects, as to deceive rather to enlighten the mind of the reader." 157 Earle's biographer and his ally at the Massachusetts State Board of Charities, Franklin Sanborn, accurately memorialized his friend as "a man of independent opinion," who hailed from a principled Quaker family in the vanguard of humanitarian reform. 158 Although the historiography has long painted Earle as the poster boy of fin de siècle pessimism, this essay argues that the thesis is not compelling. Instead look to the dehumanization of massive corporate capitalism with its reigning ideology of laissez faire, social Darwinism, eugenics (though not integral to psychiatry), rugged individualism, diminution of the commons, antagonism to public services, and bogeyman of socialized medicine that continues to make the United States an outlier in the provision of health care. And the fundamental epistemological problem in measuring outcomes persists. 
